Replica FABARM STF / 12-11 COMPACT CO2 3 or 6 shots black 1,5j
GEN IV
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-11673

SKU

Item designation

French
Law

Replica FABARM STF /
12-11 COMPACT CO2 3
LG3007
Free sale
or 6 shots black 1,5j GEN
IV

Caliber

Shots

Energy
(J)

Projectile

Length
(cm)

Weight
(g)

MSRP

6 mm

30

1.5

BBs airsoft

83.5

3150

499 €
incl. tax

Indisponible

Replica shotgun CO2 pump 3 balls officially licensed FABARM.
The STF / 12 is considered the best shotgun on the market, due to its manufacturing quality, performance
and look. His replica Airsoft follows the same principles to quickly establish itself as the new reference of
the CO2 pump rifle!
Simultaneous shooting of 3 or 6 marbles each time you press the trigger.
Resetting by very realistic pump mechanism.
20 shots with about 1 CO2 capsule
Picatinny rail with sighting devices and tactical flame shield.
New 3 or 6 ball shotgun officially licensed by FABARM.
The STF / 12 is considered the best shotgun on the market, due to its manufacturing quality, performance
and look. His replica Airsoft follows the same principles to quickly establish itself as the new reference of
the CO2 pump rifle!
Its high-quality metal design, tried and tested interior, and anodized-treated metal outer barrel give it an
incredibly faithful finish.
The STF12-11 version comes in an 11-inch long barrel with foldable buttstock. LPA type optical organs
(optical fibers), removable Picatinny mounting rails via a pivot, 30 ball magazines which provides 10 shots
(3 balls per shot) or 5 shots of 6 balls by selecting the shooting mode.
Picatinny rail of 390mm pivotable at 90 °
Length of the three internal guns: 260mm
Fixed hop-up
Scale 1: 1 - true to the original model
Adjustable sights in drift and elevation
Comes with 1 x 90 bbs BB loader & 1 x 30 rounds cartidge

Made by VFC for BO Manufacture
Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.

